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Welcome to the third issue of the TIGER-NET newsletter.

Since the last newsletter, the qualification review (QR) was kindly hosted
by the Eastern Nile Technical Regional Office (ENTRO) on the 27th - 28th
February 2013 in Addis Ababa. The main objective of this meeting was
the first review of the degree of fulfilment of the user requirements and
consolidation of recommendation for immediate and longterm further
adaptions of the developed Water Observation Information System
(WOIS), related processing chains as well as the tested products. The
user group accepted the first version of the developed system and
prototype products and approved a GO for the 3rd phase of the project.
The QR closes the development phase and opens the demonstration and
installation phase. In this newsletter we summarize the above
achievements to date.
Currently the responsible technical teams are busy implementing the
recommended adaptions and are performing the first round of system
installations and trainings.
We would also like to highlight the successful expansion of the user
group and finally raise the awareness of the upcoming ESA Living Planet
Symposium.
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Qualification Review (QR) Meeting
The TigerNet Qualification and Acceptance Review (QAR) meeting, renamed in consolidation with the
users to the Qualification Review (QR) meeting, marks the second milestone of the first cycle in
TigerNet, closes the second development phase and opens the third demonstration and installation
phase.
The workshop was kindly hosted by the Eastern Nile Technical Regional Office (ENTRO) on the 27th 28th February 2013 in Addis Ababa.

TigerNet Qualification Review meeting participants with staff from Eastern Nile Technical Regional Office
(ENTRO), Nile Basin Initiative (NB), Department of Water Affairs, South Africa (DWA), Lake Chad Basin
Commission (LCBC), Volta Basin Authority (VBA), European Space Agency (ESA) and technical consultants
(GeoVille Group and GRAS)

The main objective of this meeting was the review (first) of the degree of fulfilment of the user
requirements as well as the consolidation of recommendations for immediate and longterm further
adaptions of the developed Water Observation Information System (WOIS), related processing chains
as well as the tested products.
After presentation of the achievements to date, the project coordinator Dr.Benjamin Koetz (ESA), the
project manager Dr.Andreas Walli (GeoVille Group) and the system technical lead Dr.Christian Tottrup
(GRAS) held consolidation meetings with representatives of the core user group to collect the first
feedback, consolidate the qualifications and discuss the user recommendations for improvement.
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Live Demonstration of TigerNet Water Observation and Information System

In summary, the user representatives made very positive statements regarding the presented and live
demonstrated TigerNet Water Observation System software and product prototypes.
The user group accepted the first version of the developed system and
prototype products and approved a GO for the 3rd phase of the project. During the workshop and
the individual consultation sessions, questions and requests were discussed and when necessary
clarified and the users made constructive recommendations, which were documented on subject level
and formulated into action items. ESA declared the review as successful and the deliverables as
accepted.

Progress of system development: the first WOIS prototype
The first prototype of the TigerNet Water Observation and Information System (WOIS) has been
completed. The system architecture and specifications correspond to the very comprehensive user
requirements, such as the request for the usage of cost and license free software components, the
easy usability and transferability of the system.
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The WOIS is structured around a single GUI
controlling a number of extension components
that expand its core functionality. This will
allow the WOIS to cover the required capacity
from satellite data processing to analytical
report making tools for Integrated Water
Resource Management. Quantum GIS has been
chosen as the central integrating platform due
to its clear and accessible GUI and strong
development community. The integrated core
components of the WOIS are: GRASS GIS (large
toolbox of raster and vector analysis algorithms), BEAM and NEST (processing of visible, thermal and
radar ESA data products), Orfeo Toolbox (high resolution image processing), SWAT (hydrological
modeling), PostGIS (spatial database), and R scripts (advanced spatial statistical analysis). All of these
Open Source (OS) software components have been integrated such that all functionalities for the
production of more than 28 TigerNet products can be accessed via the WOIS as part of step-by –step
workflows or fully automated scripts. The system architecture allows customization by the users and
system adaption/scalability. As a next activity the prototypes are installed and trained at the host
institutions and will be further developed based on the feedback of the first demonstration phase
with the aim to provide an operational capacity. In summary, the developed WOIS prototype
provides a one-stop resource for monitoring, assessing and inventorying water resources in a costeffective manner by satellite observation data.

Progress of product development: the first TigerNet product
prototypes
As part of and parallel to the WOIS development, the TigerNet products which shall fulfil the user
specific application requirements, have been developed and tested. This included for each product
testing of various methods within a set of test areas in order to choose the most performing one,
implementation of the processing chain into the WOIS as well as testing of the accuracy and
performance.
In total, 28 products have been developed and tested to date, which are:
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Large Lakes Water Quality and levels monitoring, including
o Chlorophyll concentration
o Total Suspended Solids (TSS)
o Colored Dissolved Organic Matter (CDOM)
o SST
Historical records of lake water levels
Base Mapping GIS Datasets, including
o Hydrological network
o Administrative boundaries;
o Roads
o Villages, cities;
o Main water relevant infrastructures
o DEM
Medium resolution land degradation index, including
o Dynamic analysis of the land degradation and desertification processes at basin scale
Medium resolution basin characterization, including
o Detailed land cover and land use map describing the major features relevant for
water management
o Temporal (seasonal) monitoring of changes and landscape dynamics relevant for
water management
o Long-term full basin change analysis providing a long-term assessment of the major
changes occurred in the basin under analysis.
High resolution basin characterization, including
o Detailed land cover and land use map describing the major features relevant for
water management
o Long-term full basin change analysis providing a long-term assessment of the major
changes occurred in the basin under analysis
Water bodies mapping, including
o Historical and recent large lake surface extent
o Wetlands and their longterm changes
o Wetlands and their seasonal changes
o Open small water bodies and their longterm changes
o Open small water bodies and their seasonal changes
Flood mapping, including
o Dynamic analysis of floods at high resolution providing a high frequency response to
the monitoring of large floods events
o Historical flood mapping based on medium resolution data
Hydrological characterization on continental scale, including
o Historical soil moisture at 1km resolution
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o Historical and operational soil water index at 25km resolution
o Evapotranspiration
o Weekly Precipitation and forecast product
Hydrological models covering the major basins
o Operational discharge forecast to trigger flood mapping specific EO tasking
o Operational discharge as input for land cover based water balance assessment
o Historical discharge as decision support tool
Very High Resolution City Mapping and water demand model for water supply and
sanitation planning support
Medium resolution, anthropogenic caused erosion potential

The products will be rolled out in user specified demonstration productions and their operational
production be trained. The accuracies and applicability of the products for downstream applications
are further improved through ongoing user involvements, validation and corresponding product
development activities.

Expanding the user group: visit of the Zambian and World
Bank delegation to ESRIN
As part of the efforts to expand the initial champion user community and involve further host
institutions, ESA organised a meeting with key staff members form the Zambian Department of Water
Affairs, the Department of Planning and Infrastructure and programme officers from the World Bank.
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TigerNet visit of the Zambian and World Bank delegation to ESRIN

The capacity of TigerNet to implement a satellite based support for Integrated Water Resource
Management was well received by the delegation. As an direct outcome of this initial meeting, the
Zambian Department of Water Affairs will join the TigerNet user group in the second development
cycle of the project, starting in November 2013.

Preparing for the ESA Living Planet Symposium

The 2013 European Space Agency Living Planet Symposium follows the previous successful symposia
held in Bergen (2010), Montreux (2007) and Salzburg (2004). The event will be held in Edinburgh,
United Kingdom from 9 to 13 September 2013 and is organised with the support of the UK Space
Agency .
TigerNet will be featured as part of a special session on the TIGER project. An initial abstract has been
submitted on 15 February 2013 and the consortium plans to compose a full paper (including a
presentation), which will be circulated among all champion users project coordinators for review and
comments.
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TIGER-NET Project Manager

ESA Technical Officer

Andreas Walli
GeoVille Group
Sparkassenplatz 2
6020 Innsbruck
Austria

Benjamin Koetz
European Space Agency, ESA-ESRIN
Exploitation & Services Division, Project Section
00044Frascati
Italy

phone: +43-512 562021
walli@geoville.com

phone: +39-06-941-80 653
benjamin.koetz@esa.int
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